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51. INTRODUCTION 
HIRZEBRUCH’S Riemann Roth theorem implies that the arithmetic genus of a compact 
analytic manifold is equal to its Todd genus [2]. Here we give a direct, geometric 
proof of this fact for a projective manifold of dimension three. We pursue the method 
of [6], where a proof of the corresponding result for surfaces-Noether’s formula- 
was given. 
Let V be a projective manifold (i.e. a projective, nonsingular, complex algebraic 
variety) of dimension three. Let 
x(0,) = Z(- 1)’ dim N’( V, 0”) 
denote the Euler-Poincare characteristic of the structure sheaf Ov, x(0,) is the 
arithmetic genus of V. If Ci denotes the ith Chern class of V, the Todd genus of V is equal 
to 1/24clcZ (where it is understood that clc2 is evaluated on the fundamental class of V). 
The equality of genera thus reads 
(*I x(0,) = 1/24c,c2. 
Our proof of (*) goes as follows: 
(a) By examining the local structure of a generic projection f: V+P4, we express 
,y(C&) in terms of the arithmetic genera of V, = f(V) and of the various singular loci of f 
(Proposition 4.1). Here we use conductor squares to express x(0,) - x(0,) in terms of 
the arithmetic genera of lower-dimensional varieties (Lemma 2.6). 
(b) Global considerations on f allow us to express the classes dual to the singular loci 
in terms of the Chern classes of V and of P4. (Some of these results are general, and are 
stated for a morphism g: X” -+ Y”.) Here we work in singular cohomology, which suffices 
for our purposes. However, the same formulas are valid in the Chow ring and can be 
given algebraic proofs (see Kleiman[3] and Roberts[g]). 
(c) The proof of (*) is now essentially an exercise, combining (a) and (b) and using the 
equality of the arithmetic genus and the Todd genus for manifolds of dimension less than 
three. 
Our approach could be generalized to the case of a projective manifold of 
dimension n, for n 5 5. For n 2 6, however, new difficulties appear (Remark 2.4). 
With this work we wish to contribute to the understanding of algebraic geometry 
through the study of local and global properties of mappings; the usefulness of this 
study to algebraic and differential geometry was pointed out by Thom [13, p. 871. 
tsupported by the Mittag-LefTler Institute, the Norwegian Research Council for Science and the 
Humanities, and the lIEme Cycle Romand de MathCmatiques. 
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52. DESCRIPTION OF SOME GENERIC SINGULARITIES 
Let g:X” + Yp be an algebraic morphism between projective manifolds of dimen- 
sion respectively n and p. We denote by j’(g):X + J’(X, Y) the rth jet extension of g; 
for any non-increasing sequence of non negative integers I = (i,, . . ,i,), Z1 C J’(X, Y) 
will denote the corresponding Thorn-Boardman singularity submanifold (see [I]), and 
C’(g) = j’(g)-‘@‘). W e shall say that g is Z’-generic if j’(g) is transversal to 
Cr C J’(X, Y). Recall that J?l(g) = {x E XI dim (ker (dg,)) = i,}, and if g is Z’l-generic, 
Cilli2(g) = Zi2(gIZil(g)), and so on. 
Let Xck’ denote the k-fold product of X,A,+) = {(x,, . . ,xk) E X’k’13i# j with 
xi = xi} and SY(M = ((y, . . ,y) E Yck)}* we shall write ? A x for Ax” and gk for 
g x * * x g:X’k’+ Y(k). 
Definition. We shall say that g is generic if: (i) g is C.‘-generic for any I and r. (ii) 
gk(@(g) x * * x Z”(g) - A$‘) is transversal to S+) in Yck), for k 2 2. 
Condition (ii) means that if xl E 24, . . ,Xk E x", Xi # Xi and g(Xi) = g(Xj) for any i, j, 
then the spaces Im(dg(T’,@~)), i = 1,. . ,k, are in genera1 position in Tgcxi,(Y), where 
T( ) denotes the tangent space. 
2.1. Remark. It follows from ([4], Theorem 1 and the remarks after it) that if 
X” C PN, the set of linear projections g:X” -_$ Pp, p 2 n, that are generic is open and 
dense in the set of all projections. 
In fact, in the main cases that we will be considering, we will have n =Z p, n G 3 and 
p G 4. The only relevant singularities will be 2’ (of generic codimension p - n -I- I), and 
2’~~ (of generic codimension 2(p - n + 1)). 
Let g:X” -+ Yp be a morphism, with n < p. We set 
D(g) = closure of {x E Xl#f-‘f(x) 2 2). 
Let X x X denote the manifold obtained by blowing up the diagonal in X X X; bl:X 2 X 
+X will denote the composition of the natural morphism b :X X X+X X X 
with the projection on the first factor. Denote by 6, C X 2 X the blown-up diagonal, by y 
the line bundle on X 2 X associated with the divisor A, and by y* its dual. Set 
B)(g) = closure of {(x1,x2) E X 2 X - A,(g(x,) = g(x*)} in X 2 X. Finally, we put 
g, = b@(g):fi(g) + X. 
2.2 PROPOSITION. Assuming g:X+ Y is generic, we have (i) a(g) is a nonsingular 
subvariety of X Z? X, whose normal bundle is isomorphic to y*@T( Y)‘I&g), where 
T(Y)’ = btg*T( Y). (ii) 6(g) is transversal to dx in X 2 X. (iii) g,@(g)) = D(g) and 
gl:&g) + D(g) is birutionul. 
Proof. In [IO, $21, a C” section S(g):fl+ r*@T( Y)‘, where R is a certain 
neighborhood of D(g) in X 2 X is constructed. It is shown there (Proposition 2.2 and 
Corollory 2.3) that S(g) and S(g)@\, are transversal to the zero section, and that 
S(g)-’ (zero section) = d(g); these facts imply (i) and (ii), while (iii) is proved in ([lo], 
Theorem 2.5). 
2.3 PROPOSITION. If f: V3 + W4 is generic, then f,:&f) += V is generic. 
Proof. Let us first show that f, is xl-generic, Zi(fi) = 0 for i 2 2, and E’*‘(fi) = 8. 
Since Z’(f) = 0, f@(f) n A ’ IS an embedding with image C’(f). and it follows from the 
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description of D(f) in [lo] that, if (x, ker df,) E fi 17 6, df’ly, is an isomorphism onto 
ker df,; since C’,‘(f) = 0, this shows C’(f,) rl A = 0. Thus, let (x,y) E X:‘(f,); let cpx: U, + 
C3 and pr: U, +C3 be local coordinates on V around x and y respectively, with 
U, n U, = 0. Now D(f) II (U, x UY) = {(x’,y’)(f(x’) = f(y')l, hence T,,,@(f)) = 
((5,~) E T,,,‘( V x V)l dfJ5) = df,(rl)}, and ker (df ) I (X.Y’ ={(O,n)) dfy(v) = O>, hence i s 
1. Let us check that fl is X’generic. Assume (x,y) E X’(f,), that is y E Z’(f), XE Z’(f), 
f(x) = f(y); it follows from [5] that we can choose cpv and local coordinates $ on W 
around f(x) so that @fv;’ (Y,,Y~,Y~) = (YI,Y~,Y~Y~,Y~*~ Then #(f(C’Cf) n u,)) = 
{(y,,O,O,O)} fl Im($), and the assumption that f [C’(f) x V - A’S’ is transversal to SW(~) 
allows US to choose cpX, (Pi, and 4 such that 1@foq;'(xl,x~,x3) = (O,X,,X~,X~). Then 
(cp, X cp,)(&f) Cl CJ, X U,) is given by the equations: yI = 0, x, = y,, x2 = y,y,, x3 = y3’. 
Hence (y2,y3) are local coordinates on b(f) near (x,y), using which f, can be written 
(yz,y3)~(y2,y2y3,y~), which is clearly Cl-generic; moreover, C’,‘(f,) = 0. 
The transversality of fk+‘lV (k+‘)- Avck+” to Sw(k+” implies the transversality of 
f,kI(fi(f)-i)(k)-A- D(f)‘” to 6v(k) for k 3 2. Let y EC’(f), so that y’ = (y, ker df,) E 
D(f) fl A, and assume that (y,x) E D(f); taking local coordinates around x, y, 
and f(x) = f(y) as in the first part of the proof, it is easily seen that f12 is transversal to 
&.42) at (y,x). Since f”(A x fi x fi - AB(v) rl 6~(3) = 0 and flk(C1(f’) x fick-” - &w) n 
6v’k) = 0 for k 3 2, it follows that f’ is generic. 
2.4 Remark. In general, for a generic morphism g:X” + Yp, with n < p, Pro- 
position 2.3 remains true, with a similar proof, provided C’(g) is empty for i a 2. If 
X*(g) is not empty, however, gl is no more generic, since its fiber over a point 
x E Z’(g) consists of all lines through the origin in ker (dg,). The smallest it for which this 
can happen is n = 6, with p = 7. 
Here follows a description of the singularities of a generic morphism f: V3 + W4 (see 
also [ll], Chap. I, 01): 
--Z’(f) = {x E VJ dim(ker (df,)) = 1); since the generic codimension of C*(f) is 6, 
C’(f) = 0, hence C’(f) is a nonsingular closed curve in V. 
-Q(f) = {x E Vlf-‘f( x consists of four distinct points, none of which in X’(f)}; we ) 
shall denote by 4 the cardinality of f(Q(f>), so that q is the number of quadruple 
points of V, = f(V). 
---T(f) = {x E Vlf_‘f( x consists of at least three distinct points, none of which in ) 
C’(f), or two points, exactly one of which in X’(f)}; it follows from the proof of 2.3 
that T(f) = f,(D(f,)), hence it is a closed curve in V, and it has Q(f) as singular locus. 
---o(f) = {x E Vlf_‘f( x ) consists of at least two points} U x’(f); it is .a closed surface in 
V, with singular locus T(f). 
--o(f) = {x E Vl3y E Z’(f), y f x, f(x) = f(y)}; it follows from the proof of 2.3 that 
o(f) = f,(Z’(f’)), hence it is the (finite) set of pinch points of D(f). The image 
aocf) = f(aCf)) is the set of so-called stationary points of V,. Its cardinality will be 
denoted by s. 
The morphism V x V + V x V sending (x,y) to (y,x) induces an action of {- 1, + 1) on 
V % V, leaving fi(f) invariant. We denote by &(f> the quotient of B(f) by this action, 
and by h’:&f)-, Do(f) the natural morphism. 
2.5 PROPOSITION. (i) &(f), provided with the structure of quotient variety, is 
nonsingular. The morphism h, is generic, X’(h,) = l%j) fl bv, and Z’*‘(h’) is empty. 
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(ii) There is a unique morphism h2:Bo(f)+ W making the following diagram commute: 
b(f) h’ -Q(f) 
f, 1 1 hz 
f 
v -+ w. 
Proof. Clearly points not in h cannot be singular for h,, nor can their image in 
bO(f) be singular for this variety. Let x EC’(f) and 1 = ker (df,), so that (x,l) E 
b(f) II A. Choosing local coordinates around x on V and f(x) on W as in the proof of 
2.2, we are reduced to consider the map f:C3+C4, f(x,,x2,x3) = (x,,x~,x~x~,x~~); then 
C’(f) = {(x,,O,O)}, I = line through (O,O,l), B(f) = {((x1,0,x3), (x,,O, - x3))>. The map 
sending the class of ((x,,O,x,), (x,,O,- x3)> in 6,(f) to (x,,x3’) gives a parametrization 
of &(f), and (x,,xJ parametrizes B(f). Using these parametrization% h, takes the form: 
(x,,x~)+(x,,x~~), which is clearly x,-generic, and C’.‘(h,) is empty. Also, it follows from 
the above considerations that the morphisms &(f)+Z, with 2 a projective variety, 
correspond precisely to the { - 1, + I}-invariant morphisms D(f) -2. Since fof,:L?(f) + 
W is invariant, there is a unique h2:&(f)+ W such that hph, = fif,. 
Starting with a morphism f: V3+ W4 we shall have to consider the following 
diagram: 
T(f) - - - - - - - - - - ---_) To(f) 
T(f) c D(f) * D”(f) 1 To(f) 
\ n n t 
\ v I * v,cw / 
\ / 
--__-- 
where V,, =f(V), p(f) = D(f,), T,(f) =f(T(f)), and p,,(f)= h,(T(f)). If f is generic, 
the following facts are easily checked: 
-The morphisms f, f,, and hz are birational; h,[F,,(f):TO(f)+ T,(f) and flT(f):T(f)+ 
T,,(f) are of degree 3; all other arrows are of degree 2. 
-f(f) has as singularities 124 double points with distinct tangents (recall that q is the 
number of quadruple points of V,). 
-To(f) has 6q double points with distinct tangents. 
-T(f) has 4q triple points with linearly independent angents. 
-To(f) has q quadruple points with linearly independent angents. 
-All dotted arrows have s simple branch points, none of which at singular points of 
the source or target (recall that s is the number of stationary points of V,). 
$3. CONDUCTOR SQUARES 
In order to compute x(0,) we shall use, as in [6], a reduction to lower dimensional 
varieties involving conductor ideals. So we have to consider the ideals defining the 
(reduced) subvarieties D(f)C V, D,,(f)C V,, T,,(f)C V,, and so on. 
Recall that if g:X --, X0 is a finite, birational morphism, we define the conductor of 
X in X0 to be the ideal VZxlx,, = AnnOx (g,o;(lO’X,,) of 6’x0. Note that %xlx,, is the largest ideal of 
O;, which is also an ideal of 6’;. In particular %x,x,0x = %x,x, holds, hence also 
g*( %x/x,, ox 1 = %x/x,, . 
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Definition. A diagram 
zcx 
(#) J 
Z, C X0 
is called a conductor square if it is Cartesian, if g is finite and birational, and if Z,, is 
the subscheme defined by the conductor %‘xlx,, of X in X0. 
3.1 LEMMA. (i) If (#) is a conductor square, then: x(0,) - ~(0~~) = x(0.z) - ,y(Oz,). 
(ii) If g:X” + Y”+’ is generic, then 
D(g) C X 
L I 
Do(g) C X = g(X) 
is a conductor square. 
Proof. (i) As in [6], this follows from the commutative diagram: 
0 0 
1 J 
% x/x,, = % x/x,, 
1 1 
and the fact that g is finite. (ii) Since g:X-+X,, is finite and birational, the conductor 




be the associated conductor square. We need to show that Z. = Do and Z = D. Since 
(ZO)red = Do and Zred = D, it suffices to show that Z, and Z are reduced, or, equivalently, 
that I??~,,/% and 0x/%‘0x have no nilpotents. 
Since g is generic, X0 has normal double crossings along general points of Do; so Ce 
defines the reduced subscheme Do at such points, and %Dx clearly defines D above those 
points. We observe, as in [6]-using duality theory for the finite morphism g, that %N’, is 
invertible. Thus UQx defines an effective Cartier divisor on X, equal to D at general 
points, hence equal everywhere. In particular, therefore, 0,l%t9, has no nilpotents, so 
neither does 0%/V, since 6’,/Ce C 0x/%?!7x by the commutative diagram in the proof of (i). 
Therefore % defines Do everywhere. 
3.2 PROPOSITION. Let f: V3+ W4 be generic. Write D for D(f), T for T(f), and so 
on. The diagrams 
DcV 
(1) 1 If 
D, C v, 
are all conductor squares. 
FCB 
(2) 1 1 fl 
TcD 
Proof. Since f and-by 2.3-f, are generic, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that (1) and 
(2) are conductor squares (we could also compute this directly, as is done for (3) 
below). To prove that (3) is a conductor square, it suffices to show that %~C,,D,IO~,, 
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defines the reduced subscheme T0 C & because this implies that %b,,~~,, defines the 
reduced subscheme TO C 0, (argue as in the proof of 3.1) and that (3) is Cartesian. 
Moreover, it suffices to show this above each singular point of 0,. There are three 
cases to consider: 
(a) y E TO -(Q, U co,) is an ordinary triple point of 0, (and of V,). 
(b) y E Q0 is a sixtuple point of DO (a quadruple point of V,). 
(c) y E u0 is a stationary point of V,. 
We shall compute (%‘~~,,,0~J, C O~o.y in each of the above cases-in fact it is enough 
to consider the ideal %‘~OID,~&~~,Y in the completion 8,~ of O’~~,,J along the ideal 
mDO,,Q+ 
Case (a). At an ordinary triple point y of V,, the map f is given locally by 
hence clearly %w,,(%,,., = (xIx2,xIx3,x2x3)~~,~~. 
Therefore, since OaOo, is the normalization of 0& = (O,,/%‘v,v,,),, 
r’r ~Ux;,xJl, %“,L&“.y = (x,JZJ3)&“,p> and ~B,,D,~~~,,.~ = fi (Xi)C UxiJJ’. 
i=l i=l 
Case (b). At a quadruple point y of V, the map f is given by 
we get 8fi,,,Y = 
d”,,,, =~ux,,x2,x3~x4n/(x,x2x3x4) --f &,, = Isi!i!kGo cuxi~xj~xkb 
Hence we get ~v,v~, 6vw, = ((Xixj~k),~i<j<kr4)$V,.y, f%3,,,.~ z 1 1 CIIXiy-xjII, ~L?,,/D,, a~,,.~ = 
ISi<jCl 
A 
((XiXj),~i<j~4)~,,,~, and finally %Q,,D,~~~,,~ = n (XiXj)Cjxi,xjj. 
Isi<jS4 
Case (c). At a stationary point y of V, the map f is given by (see the proof of 2.3) 
d”,,,Y = cux,,x*,x3,x4D/xdx32 - x22x4) --, b,, = ww,,x,Il x af,J*,a 
where the map on the second factor is given by x,+-+f,, x2et2, x3++tZf3, x4++tj2. We 
obtain Vv,vOC?v,,Y = (x,,x~,x,x~,x~ - x~x~)&~,,~, hence the map 6D0,Y -+ &D,,,~ = 
C[x,,x.Jx C[t,,fJj induced by h2, is given by sending (the class of) the element xl to 
(x,,O), x2 to (OJ,), x3 to (O,t,t,), and x4 to (x4,&*). It follows that %BJD,&,~ = 
(~,JzJND,,~, hence +%JD, Q,,,, = (XKUX, ,x41 x (Idcut, Jzll. 
2.8 Remark. We have shown above that the conductor ‘Z~J~,, becomes invertible 
on fi,,. Since 0, is not Gorenstein, we could not-as in the case of (I) and 
(2~conclude this ci priori. 
54. THE COHOMOLOGY CLASSES DUAL TO CERTAIN SINGULAR LOCI 
The formulas in integral cohomology that we obtain in this paragraph, hold in fact also 
in the Chow ring (see [3]ti and (81, where algebraic proofs are given). Here we use 
Propositions 2.2 and 2.3, together with a topological computation of the stable tangent 
bundle of X 2 X (Corollary 4.4). 
?See also: S. L. Kleiman: Multiple-point formulas I: Iteration. Preprint, M.I.T., 1980. 
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Let us fix some notations. Suppose X is a projective manifold; H*(X) and H*(X) 
will denote respectively the cohomology and homology of X with integral coefficients. 
If a E H*(X), 9(a,X) E H*(X) will denote the Poincare dual of a; if MC X is a 
closed subvariety, [M] will denote its fundamental class and 9(M,X) its dual class in 
X. For a E H*(X), (a,[M]) denotes the evaluation on [Ml, which is zero whenever 
a& H2dirnM(X). If g:X” + Yp is a morphism of projective manifolds, g!:H*(X)+ 
H*(Y) denotes the associated Gysin homomorphism, defined by g,(g(a,X)) = 
$B(g*(u), Y), for a E H,(X). It verifies: g!(g*(u)b) = ug!(b). We put ‘pe = g*(g!(l)) E 
H2’p-“‘(X). We denote by N,, = g*T( Y) - T(X) E K(X) the virtual normal bundle of 
g, where T( ) denotes the tangent bundle; 0’ denotes the trivial bundle of rank r, with 
any base space. If (Y E K(X), c;(a) E H*‘(X) denotes the ith Chern class of (Y. 
We now recall following results: 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Assume g:X”+ Yp is generic, n Cp. Then: (i) 9(D(g),X) = 
qR - c,_,(N,), if n <p. Set q,(g) = 9(cl(g),X) and q,., = 9(C’,‘(g),X), where “-” 
denotes closure in X. Then: (ii) q,(g) = c,_.+,(N,); (iii) Ifp = n, q,,,(g) = c,*(N,) + c,(N,). 
For a proof of (i), see [lo]; for (ii) and (iii), see [71 or PI. 
Let g:X” -+ Yp be a morphism, with n <p. Define 
M.(g) = closure of {x E X(#f-‘f(x) 3 k}, 
and set q.(g) = 9(Mk(g),X). In particular, M,(g) = X and M,(g) = D(g). 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Assume g:X” + Yp is generic and zi(g) = 0 for i 22. Let 
g,:D(g)-+ X denote the map defined in $2. Then we have 
(gl)!mk-l&l) = (k - 1)mkk). 
Proof. As in 2.1 one shows that g, is generic and, because C’(g) = 0 for i 3 2, also 
Zi(gl) = 0 for i * 2. Since g, is generic, &f&l) is of codimension p - n in &-i(g), and 
x’(g,) fl &,(g,) is of codimension 1 in &fk_l(gl). It is easily checked that gilMk_,(gl) - 
(C’(g,) U Mk(gl)) is a locally trivial covering of Mk(g) - (C’(g) U h&+,(g)) of degree 
k - 1; hence (gl)*([Mk_I(gI)]) = (k - l)[Mk(g)]. The stated formula follows at once. 
Proposition 4.2 gives a method for computing (k - l)! mk(g) using induction on k, 
starting with m*(g), as given by 4.1 .(i). For explicit computations, the two propositions 
below and their corollaries are needed. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let Z be a closed submanifold of a manifold X. Assume that 
there exists a sub-bundle T C T(X) extending T(Z). Let b:X+ X denote the blow-up 
of Z in X, let y be the line bundle associated to the exceptional divisor Z C X, and set 
N = T(X)IT. Then we have a C” isomorphism of vector bundles 
T(X)@O’ = y*@b*N@b*T@y. 
Proof. We assume that T(X) is given a hermitian metric (J, so that N C T(X). The 
line bundle y comes equipped with a section S, vanishing exactly on 2, so that 
-ylX - 2 has a trivialization. The morphism b:X -+ X induces an isomorphism 
db: T(J?)IX - Z+ b* T(X)IX - Z. Hence we can define an isomorphism 
(pI:(T(X)@O’)jft - Z=+(y*@b*~@y@b*T)(X - Z 
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by sending (4,~) E T(X),@C to (S*(x)@&, -AS(x), &), where S* is the section of 
y*(X-Z orthogonal to S, and & and 5~ are the orthogonal projections of d&(t) on 
the indicated sub-bundles. 
Let now p:P = P(N/Z)+Z be the projective bundle associated with NIZ, y’ the 
tautological line bundle over P, E(f) its total space, E(f), the compiement ot the 
zero section in E(f), r:E(y’)+ P the projection. We also have a natural map 
b’:E(y’)+ N(Z; if we make Cm identifications of suitable neighborhoods 0 of Z in X 
and U of 2 in X with E(f) and NJ2 respectively, then b’ identifies with b\ 0: fi + U; 
also we can assume that NJU and TJU identify with the pullbacks on NJZ of N/Z 
and T(Z) respectively. From the fibration r:E(-y’)+P we deduce an exact sequence 
Now we have an isomorphism T(P) = r’*@p*(Nl~)‘@p*T(Z), where p*(NIZ)’ is 
the orthogonal to -y’ in p*(NIZ). This isomorphism is obtained by taking as atlas on 
P, = P(N,), .z E Z, the family of U, = {I E P,(I n NzL = 0}, where u E E(f),, lies over z 
and N,’ is the orthogonal to u in N,. The U, are identified with L([vJ, Nz’), where 
I,( , ) means the C-linear mappings and [ul is the line through u, by considering 1 E Vu 
as the graph of a linear mapping from [u] to N,‘. Writing 0’ = y’*@y’, we deduce an 
isomorphism. 
p2: T(E(f))@O’-r, ~*(y’*)@a*p*(N(Z)@~*f@r*p* T(Z). 
Above u E E(y’),, using N, = N,‘@Cu and the trivialization of y’ given by S, (p2 is 
seen to send (&A) E T(E(y’))OQ: to (P,U,u),&) w h ere 5’ is the projection of 5 on 
N,‘. With the same identifications, cpl is seen to send (&A) to (5*,(&u), - A,&). Since 
the isomorphism C2 + C* sending (h,~) to (p, - A) is homotopic to the identity through 
linear isomorphisms, we can glue cpl and cp2 over E(-& to obtain the desired 
isomorphism. 
Let now b :X 2 X+X x X denote the blow-up of the diagonal A, C X X X, and let 
bi:X 2 X+X, i = 1,2, denote the composition of b with the projection on the ith factor. 
Then we have the following consequence of 4.2 (left to the reader in the proof of 2.7 
in [lo]). 
4.4 COROLLARY. T(X 2 X)00' = y*@b2* T(X)@bl* T(X)@r. 
Writing T(X)’ for b,*T(X) and T(X)” for b2*T(X), in K(X 2 X) we have 
T(X g X) = r*@T(X)’ + T(X)” + y - 0’. Set g2 = b2(&g) and N” = g2* NB. 
4.5 COROLLARY. Suppose g:X” + Yp is generic, n < p, and consider g,:&g)-+X In 
K(&g)) we have N,, = y*@Ng- y + 0’. 
Proof. From 2.2 we deduce N,, = g,* T(X) - T@(g)) = T(X)’ - T(X 2 X)/6(g) 
+ y*@g,*g* T( Y); since gag, = gag,, we conclude by using 4.4. 
4.6 PROPOSITION. Let g:X" + Yp be as in 4.5, and set t = CL-#(g)) E H2(@g)). 
For j 2 1 we have (i) (g,)!(tj) = ( - l)‘-’ Cp-,+j(Ng) (ii) (gl)!g2*(a) = g*&(a) - cl(N,)a. 
Proof. Let i: B’(g) n & C B(g) and 1:&g) fl A, C d, be the inclusions and let 
P:d, +X be the natural projection. Since g is generic, B(g) is transversal to A, (see 
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65. COMPUTATIONOFTHEARITHMETICGENUS 
In order to prove x(0,) = (1/24)(c,( V)cz( V), [VI), we start with a reduction using 
the conductor squares of 93. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let f: V’+ W4 be generic. With the notations of 02, we have: 
x(‘%) - x(0,,) = x(%) - x(%~) - 1/6x(@) - q + s/4 
where fi = D(f), and so on. 
Proof. From 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain: 
x(G) -x(G,,) = x(%D) - x(fJi$,) = x(G) - x(fz$ - x(Qd + x(O’D) + X(OQ,) - X(OD,)) 
= xtm - x(G,,) - (x(G) - X(G)) + X(0?,,) - x(0,,). 
Thus it suffices to show ~((77’~) - ~((5%) - (,v(OP~,) -x(0,,)) = 1/6,y(Or) + q - s/4, and 
we are reduced to the case of maps between curves. 
Let g:X’+ Y’ be a finite surjective morphism of degree d between curves, 
2:X+ Y the map induced between their normalizations, and denote by r the total 
number of branch points of g. By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, we have: 2x(0%) = 
2d,y(Q) - r. Now set, for x E X, S, = length (6’&x.x), and Sx = 2 S, ; we have 
XEX 
~(0%) = ~(0~) + 6, and we deduce: 
5.2. LEMMA. ~(0’~) - d,y(Q,) = d& - 8, - r/2. 
Consider the maps T + T, F0 + T,, T + T, described in Q2. They are of degree 2, 3 
and 3 respectively. Each has s branch points; since they occur at smooth points, and 
since the normalization maps are unramified, the induced maps between the nor- 
malizations also have s branch points each. Furthermore, the description of the 
singularities of these curves given in 92, shows (the calculations are as in [6, p. 1161): 
ST = 12q, & = 8q, 6~~ =69, aT0 = 3q. Thus the lemma implies: x(@) - 2x(&) = 
4q - s/2; x(&J - 3x(Qr,) = 3q - s/2; ~(0’~) - 3~(6’~~) = q - s/2. One verifies that the 
desired equality follows. 
We now compute the right-hand side of the formula of 5.1 in terms of Xi = ci( V), 
yi = ci(Nf) and p,. 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let g:X’+ Y2 be a finite morphism of degree d between non- 
singular surfaces. If g is generic, then: 
x(0x) - dx(G) = - 1/12(q,.,k) +3c,W)q,k), [Xl). 
Moreover, if d = 2, C’,‘(g) = 0 and so q,,, (g) = 0. 
Proof. From 4.1 we deduce: q,,,(g) + 3c,(X)q,(g) = c,(N,)~ + c2(NR) + 3c,(X)c,(N,) 
and since iVg = g* T( Y) - T(X), this equals g*(c,( Y)’ + c2( Y)) - c,*(X) - c2(X). 
Since g,([X]) = d[ Y], evaluating on [X] gives d(c,2( Y) + c2( Y), [Y]) - (c,*(X) + c2(X), 
[Xl), which by Noether’s formula gives 12dx(O,)-~((9,) as desired. 
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If Z','(g) # 0, regular points near g(Z’v’(g)) must have at least 3 points in the 
preimage, hence d 3 3. 
5.4. COROLLARY. x(fQj)-x(%,) = 1/24((x12+x2+2Y12- Y2) (4p- Y~+(~~I-~YI)Yz- 
3xdf*fdy,j - Y?), [vi) 
Proof. By 2.5, h,:D+bO is generic and X’(hJ = B fl dv, the intersection being 
transversal, so that 4,(/r,) = t; also, q,,,(hJ = 0. By 2.2 (i), in K(B) T(D) = 
T( V 2 V& - r*@T( W)’ = T(V)‘+ y - 0’ - r*@N;, from which follows c,(B) = 
xi - y’,‘+ 2t, c2(b) = xi - x;(y’,‘- 2t) + 2t2 - 3ty;‘f (y’/)* - y;‘, where we have set a’ = 
f,*(a) and a” = f2*(a). 
Now x(Q) - x(0,) = 1/2(x(@) - 2x(0.0)) + 1/2x(&j); by 5.3 x(06) - 2x(C&0) = 
- 1/40c,(@, rm and by Noether’s formula x(0~) = 1/12(cr2(d) + cZ(@, [fi]). 
Replacing the expressions for c,(B) and c@) and applying 4.7 we obtain the desired 
formula. 
5.5. LEMMA. X(0?) = - 1/2(($9, - YI -x&P?- 3Y,(pf + 2(Y,* + Y2)), [VI) 
Proof. By the adjunction formula applied to F C fi, x(Opcn) = - 1/2(9(T(f), b) 
(9( f(f), fi) - c,(a)), [B]). But 9( p, fi) = ‘p,, - c,(N,,). Using 4.5 we get: x(&) = 
- 1/2(((p,, - xi)(cpr, - y;‘+ 2t), [fi]). By 4.7 this equals - 1/2((9 - yl - xi)((pf2 - 2y,(pf + 
2(y12+ y2)-f*f!(y& [VI). Since ‘pr - y1 --x = f*Cf!(l)- cU(W))), by 4.7 (iv) 
this implies ((cpf - y1 - xJf*f!(y,), [VI) = {(cpf - yI - x,) yI(pf, [VI), and from this the stated 
formula follows. 
5.6. Remark. From 5.1 we can also deduce 
x(0,) = x(G) - X(00”) + X(G”) - 4 - ;x(4) - s/2 + 1/4(c3(Nf), [ VI), 
where X = Z’(f) and T, is the normalization of T,(f). Indeed, 5.3 gives x(06)- 
~(6’~) = ~(00~) - 1/4(tcr(fi), [fi]), and, since fllX’(h,): Z’(h,)+E’(f), the adjunction 
formula applied to Z’(h,) C fi implies ~(0~) = - 1/2(t* - tc,(L)), [b]). Repeated ap- 
plication of 5.2 shows that 1/6x(Q) = x(0~“) - 2q - s/4. Putting things together gives 
the stated formula. 
The above formula allows us to compute x(0,) in the case of W = P4. Indeed, since 
x( QvO) depends onlyon the degree d of V, C P4, we can take for Vd disjoint copies of P3; let 
f: V+ p4 be linear on each copy and generic. Since ,Y(CQI) = 1, we get: x(0,) = d, 
x(Q) = (i)> x(GO) = ($7 4 = ($ all other terms are zero. Hence x(0”,) = 
!;)-($+W:J=- 1/24d(d3 - lOd*+ 35d - 50).Thuswe haveageometricproofof 
this well-known formula (see [12]). 
Set Zi = f *(ci( W)); then YI = 21 - ~1, y2 = ~2 - zlxl+ XI* - x2. If in 5.1 we replace the 
expressions in terms of ‘pr, x and z for ,Y(C?B) -x(C?,), x(Q), q and s given 
respectively by 5.4, 5.5 and 4.8, we obtain 
(5.7) ~(0,) = ~(0,) + 1/24(~; - 2~; + (z,* + z2)(pf - zlz2 + x1x2, [VI). 
Let us now take W = P4, and denote by h E H2(V) the Poincare dual of the 
pullback via f of the class of a hyperplane. Then we have ‘p, = dh and (h3, [VI) = d. 
Formula (5.7) becomes 
(5.8) x(S,) = x(B,0) + 1/24(d(d3 - 10d2 + 35d - 50) + (~1x2, [VI)). 
Hence x(G) = I/24(c,( W2(VL 1 VI). 
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